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Intel Partners with Seavo Technology to
Deliver Innovative Self-Service Kiosks Solutions
Overview
Driven by the development and commercial application of artificial intelligence (AI), computer
vision, mobile Internet, and some other technologies, an increasing number of self-service kiosks
are found rapidly deployed in a wide range of scenarios, such as urban streets, bank lobbies,
hospitals, and government reception areas. They are used to provide self-service information
inquiry, self-service receipt and payment, self-service business processing, etc., giving full play
to the advantages in expanding business service coverage, saving human resources expenditure,
and meeting personalized service needs. According to All View Cloud’s China Self-service Kiosk
Market Survey Report 2019 , the market size of China’s self-service kiosks is close to 5 million
units, and increasing rapidly at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of nearly 30%1.

“Seavo Technology and Intel have
teamed up to develop Seavo kiosk
application motherboard and USB
port real-time recovery software
to resolve pain points of selfservice kiosks. Our solution has an
enhanced stability and flexible IO
expansion, and can support more
high-bandwidth peripheral devices

As Interactive Digital Kiosks become more dynamic, it is increasingly critical to ensure the peripheral
devices connected to kiosks are being managed and secured properly to ensure operational
efficiencies. These multi-functional kiosks are equipped with feature-rich capabilities to enable
AI, analytics and sensing applications to novel ways of interaction from mobile integration to
touchscreen, gesture and voice.
To meet the requirements of industry users for self-service kiosks, Shenzhen Seavo Technology
Co., Ltd (Seavo Technology) introduced an innovative Self-service Kiosk Solution based on
Intel® architecture. This solution is built on Seavo kiosk application motherboard, equipped with
the 9th Gen Intel® Core™ processor, Intel® Pentium® processor, and Intel® Celeron® processor, and
is backward compatible with the 8th, 7th, 6th and 5th Gen Intel® H61/H81/H110/H310 high-speed
chipsets. Meanwhile, it uses Intel® Kiosk Peripheral Management Utility (Intel® KPM Utility)
to achieve real-time management and recovery of USB ports. The solution helps users design
and develop self-service kiosks targeting industry applications, and detect and remotely

and reduce failure rate. In addition,
the motherboard makes full use
of Intel processors’ advantage in
accelerating data processing, thus
managing to help manufacturers
design self-service kiosks that
meet future load demands.”
– Wu Wenpu
General Manager, Seavo Technology

Figure 1. Self-service kiosks provide consumers with efficient and convenient services
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fix peripheral failures in a timely manner, thereby reducing device
failure probability and maintenance costs.

Challenge: How to ensure continuous operation
of self-service kiosks
In the past, self-service kiosks were mainly applied in the financial
sector as part of the electronic and automated processing of bank
counter operations. Nowadays, using modern communication and
computer technologies, commercial banks have integrated various
self-service modules to realize self-service operations without tellers,
delivering customers highly intelligent financial services beyond
banking hours. The new type of self-service kiosks has reduced
daily workloads of tellers and achieved 24*7 uninterrupted financial
services for customers2.
With the development of the digital economy, an increasing number
of users in retail, medical care, government, hotel, transportation,
logistics and other sectors hope to adopt self-service kiosks to drive
business development. In addition to the expansion of application
scope, self-service kiosks are becoming more intelligent with the
help of technologies such as AI and computer vision. They help
enterprise users transfer more applications from manual services to
self-service kiosks, and obtain deeper business insights based on
user data, so as to improve and launch new services.
During intelligent transformation, enterprises are facing a severe
challenge – how to ensure the availability and stability of self-service
kiosks. First of all, thanks to enhanced functions and improved
application ecosystems, self-service kiosks have become an
indispensable means of extending services for customers in many
industries, carrying an increasing proportion of business operations.
First, self-service kiosks usually run 24*7 uninterruptedly. In case
of equipment failure, business services will be interrupted, not only
affecting business handling efficiency of enterprises, but bringing
negative impact on users’ application experience and then the
corporate reputation.

but also outdoor areas where they are faced with more severe
application environments, such as temperature and humidity changes,
dust, collision, and electromagnetic radiation. Once any failure occurs,
it is generally difficult to get timely on-site support from operation
and maintenance personnel. Therefore, self-service kiosks need to be
more stable and reliable to cope with various application scenarios
and harsh environments.
Third, self-service kiosks are integrating more and more peripheral
devices and functional workloads, such as printers, touch screens,
password keyboards, and cameras. Taking a virtual teller machine
(VTM) or a smart teller machine (STM) of banks as an example, as
many as a dozen or more than 20 peripheral devices are required
for each type of machine. These peripherals are usually connected
to the self-service kiosk host using a USB interface. As the USB
connection for peripheral devices requires high bandwidth, frequent
operations may cause peripheral instability.
For enterprises, ensuring the stability and availability of self-service
kiosks will not only provide users with more stable and sustainable
services, but help them reduce operation and maintenance pressure
and costs, improve unattended intelligent capabilities of self-service
kiosks, and consequently win customer praise and leading advantage
in the fierce market competition.

Solution: Seavo Self-service Kiosk Solution based
on Intel® KPM Utility
This solution, jointly developed by Intel and Seavo Technology, is
composed of Intel® KPM Utility and Seavo Technology’s self-service
product system based on Intel® KPM Utility. It helps users efficiently
develop highly available, high-performance, and highly scalable
self-service kiosks targeting different application scenarios (see
Table 1 for configurations).
• Intel® Kiosk Peripheral Management Utility (Intel® KPM Utility)

Second, self-service kiosks are deployed not only in interior areas,
such as bank lobbies, hotel receptions, and restaurant receptions,

Intel KPM Utility is a reference solution jointly designed by Intel,
Seavo Technology, and some other partners. It is designed to help
customers in the intelligent self-service devices market to address
the challenges of difficult on-site device maintenance, complex
peripheral management, and multiple failures.
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Figure 2. Self-service kiosks targeting different scenarios
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of on-site maintenance and corresponding labor costs. By combining
the functions of software and hardware, Intel helps to meet the
management and maintenance needs of a variety of smart selfservice peripherals, supporting end customers to easily carry out
multi-site deployment and long-term system maintenance.
Intel provides corresponding hardware reference design and
software (including MCU design and the reference design for
motherboard) to facilitate customers to design an integrated
system of industrial control motherboard and self-service devices.
This solution does not occupy platform hardware resources, which
is convenient to import and expand the design. It is applicable
to multiple computing platforms, including computing platforms
based on the latest Intel® Core™ processors.
CPU

9th Gen Intel® Core™ i5-9400 processor

Memory

8 GB DDR4

Storage

1TB HDD

Network Interface
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Figure 3. Architecture of Seavo Self-service Kiosk Solution
based on Intel® KPM Utility
This solution can be divided into two parts - software and
hardware. Its software includes dedicated USB port diagnosis tool
and UI management tool, which help meeting customers’ system
diagnostics and meet their R&D requirements. Intel also provides
flexible software development kits (SDK) to meet customers’ needs
to integrate system applications. The hardware part includes the
power management scheme for the peripheral interface on the
motherboard, and the dedicated microcontroller unit (MCU) design,
which deliver the reset function for the software and hardware of
peripheral USB devices by following the communication protocol
between the host and the MCU.
Intel® KPM Utility enables a smarter and more efficient way to
deploy Intel-based kiosk systems by providing software tools and
hardware design considerations for design manufacturers and
system integrators to directly integrate into their kiosk system
designs, enabling a more holistic monitoring and control of the
peripheral devices.3
Moreover, when implemented on Intel-based kiosk systems with
Intel® vPro® technology, the Intel® KPM Utility delivers a powerful
feature to remotely4 manage and resolve the peripheral devices
related issues without the need to physically interfering with the
kiosk systems therefore saving on the costly on-site IT service calls.
This solution uses Intel® Active Management Technology (AMT) to
remotely enable the software and hardware reset, troubleshooting
the failure caused by USB device loss, and reducing the probability

KPM GUI Tool
AMT agent
USB status Management
USB Port SW/HW Re-set

Table 1. Configurations of Intel KPM Utility
• Seavo industrial control motherboard for self-service kiosks
The Seavo industrial control motherboard based on Intel® KPM
Utility can monitor the operation status of USB devices in real time,
timely detect abnormal conditions, and automatically reset USD
devices according to the preset strategy. This reset mechanism
offers two approaches: First, use Intel® KPM Utility to control USB
devices to achieve software reset in accordance with the USB bus
protocol; second, in Intel® KPM Utility, use the dedicated MCU
to restart the 5V power supply of corresponding USB ports for
hardware reset.
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Reporting Issues
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USB real-time
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USB port

Figure 4. Illustration of USB port real-time diagnosis and
repair software
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The Seavo kiosk application motherboard, equipped with Intel
processors and Intel high-speed chipsets, implements a flexible
IO expansion design based on Intel architecture. Once a Seavo
expansion card is plugged in, Seavo kiosk application motherboard
provides up to 6-18 USB interfaces, as well as interfaces like VGA,
DVI, HDMI, PCIe, COM, and DDR4, supporting on-demand IO
expansion and reducing a large number of wires for self-service
kiosks. By integrating the hardware and software designs of Intel®
KPM Utility, the motherboard provides remote and real-time
diagnostic function and automatic recovery function for a wide
range of peripheral interface devices, thereby bringing higher value
for self-service kiosk customers, and significantly reducing the
failure rate and downtime of self-service kiosks.

Effect: Help enterprises build highly efficient and
Stable self-service platforms
Seavo kiosk application motherboard and USB real-time recovery
software help industry users effectively reduce failure rate of selfservice kiosks and improve continuous self-service operation. In
addition, with the help of new technologies and innovative features
of Intel processors, Seavo Self-service Kiosk Solution can meet
the stringent infrastructure requirement of IO-intensive loads like
visual processing, supporting users to migrate more services to selfservice kiosks.

• Reduce the failure rate and
downtime, and provide users with
more stable self-service support.
Statistics show that Intel KPM
Utility can reduce USB port failure
rate by 30%-50%.

Figure 5. Seavo scalable kiosk application motherboard provides
various interfaces

The benefits of
Seavo Self-service
Kiosk Solution
include:

Seavo kiosk application motherboard provides a wide range of
options, including Intel Core/Pentium/Celeron processors and H61/
H81/H110/H310 chipsets. This combination of industry-leading
high-performance processors and chipsets support a variety of
operating systems and meet various load demands, offering a wide
range of performance options for kiosk customers.
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Intel® H61/H81/H110/H310 high-speed chipsets have an excellent
cost performance, provides a highly scalable platform that meets
various computing needs and has optimized for cost efficiency. DDR4
1333MHz memory is also supported. Combined with Intel processors
that are equipped with Intel® HD Graphics, these chipsets can achieve
smooth computer vision experience without adding additional extra
hardware, thereby satisfying the demand of self-service kiosks to
integrate visual applications.

• The intensive design helps
designers and manufacturers save
space, reduce wires consumption,
and better meet the needs of heat
dissipation.

Original
model

As the Intel architecture is highly compatible to various peripheral
devices, the rich IO expansion of Seavo kiosk application motherboard
can support mainstream types of peripheral kiosks. In addition,
Intel processors also feature high performance, low power
consumption, high cost performance, safety, and reliability. Built on
these processors, Seavo kiosk application motherboard with low
power consumption is fully competent to meet the requirements
of self-service kiosks for processing various workloads, such as
data storage and forwarding, ensuring that the self-service kiosk
system runs reliably and stably. Thanks to Intel® KPM Utility, Seavo
kiosk application motherboard becomes smarter, managing and
restoring various peripheral ports more flexibly and efficiently
to better support various self-service scenarios.

• Reduce maintenance costs, and
lower the frequency of on-site
repair and maintenance. Statistics
show that Intel KPM Utility can
reduce the number of maintenance
attendances by 30%-40%.

Automatic Diagnosis
Device always available

Figure 6. Maintenance model of Seavo Self-service Kiosk Solution
based on Intel® KPM Utility
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The above figure shows that the original model requires regular
on-site inspection, which consumes a lot of manpower and time.
Meanwhile, terminal interruption may last for a long time due to the
factors of personnel schedules and travels. This will seriously affect
user experience, resulting in corporate income loss. In contrast, Seavo

Self-service Kiosk Solution based on Intel® KPM Utility is able to use
remote technology to timely detect potential faults, and solve most
of USB device problems by remotely controlling the software and
hardware reset functions, thereby ensuring that self-service kiosks
are always available, and greatly reducing on-site maintenance costs.

Figure 7. Application scenarios of financial kiosks

"Self-service kiosks today are playing a significant role in improving the operations of businesses digital
transformation. In close collaboration with our key partners such as Seavo Technology, we are equipping the
ecosystem with solution reference designs and software development kits to enable robust products to address
the market pain points while enabling the end users for differentiated market applications with the flexibility to
integrate new capabilities such as artificial intelligence. This will help transform self-service kiosks into smarter
and versatile business information processing platforms."
– Alec Gefrides
General Manager, Products & Technologies
Retail, Banking, Hospitality & Education (RBHE)
Internet of Things Group, Intel
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Outlook: Smart kiosks empower digital economy
In the future, Seavo will further cooperate with Intel to jointly discover
industry pain points, continuously improve and expand functions
of this solution and its application in neighboring industries, and
make more innovations in kiosk design according to market needs.
In addition, Seavo and Intel are planning to deploy new models of
Intel Core processors and Intel chipsets in Seavo kiosk application
motherboard, so as to further enhance its data processing capabilities
and its support for new workloads such as AI and deep learning,
promote users to transform self-service kiosks into edge computing
nodes, and provide more personalized and diversified self-service
options.

In the context of digital transformation, Intel is working with partners
such as Seavo to actively promote various industries in their
smart transformation of traditional service process using digital
technologies, in order to accelerate the improvement in overall
experience of intelligent self-service. Meanwhile, Intel will provide
data-driven insights to help enterprises change their business
operation modes – making timely business decisions through data
insights at the edge while offering real-time services to achieve
business intelligence.

About Seavo
As China’s largest motherboard supplier for smart IoT devices, Seavo Technology has been a powerful promoter of mankind’s attempts
to transform machinery into human beings over the last few decades. Seavo aims to become the world’s largest platform supplier for
smart IoT devices. Seavo Technology will provide more Seavo solutions for people all around the world so that they can pursue exquisite
lives full of beauty and convenience.

About Intel
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress and enriches lives. Inspired
by Moore’s Law, we continuously work to advance the design and manufacturing of semiconductors to help address our customers’
greatest challenges. By embedding intelligence in the cloud, network, edge and every kind of computing device, we unleash the
potential of data to transform business and society for the better. To learn more about Intel’s innovations, go to newsroom.intel.com and
intel.com.
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